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Abstract
We consider a non-uniqueness problem of gauge invariant nucleon spin decompo-
sition. A gauge invariant decomposition with a generalized Coulomb constraint for
the physical gluon has been constructed. The decomposition scheme is consistent
with the concept of helicity in non-Abelian gauge theory. We provide an explicit
representation for the gauge invariant Abelian projection which implies further sep-
aration of gluon into binding and valence parts.
It has been a long standing problem of gauge invariant definition of gluon spin and
orbital angular momentum [1, 2]. Recently a gauge invariant decomposition of the total
nucleon angular momentum into quark and gluon constituents has been proposed [3], and
subsequently other possible gauge invariant decompositions for nucleon spin have been
suggested [4, 5]. Despite on this progress there are still principal controversies on funda-
mental conceptual level in determining a consistent notion for spin and orbital angular
momentum [6]. In the present article we revise the problem of nucleon spin decomposition
and existence of a consistent gauge invariant concept of spin in the non-Abelian gauge
theory.
Let us start with the well known canonical decomposition of total angular momentum
in quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
Jcanµν =
∫
d3x
{
ψ¯γ0
Σµν
2
ψ − iψ¯γ0x[µ∂ν]ψ − ~A[µ · ~Fν]0 − ~F0α · x[µ∂ν] ~Aα
}
, (1)
where we use vector notations for vectors in color space. All terms in this decomposition,
except the first one, are gauge non-invariant. In the series of papers [3] Chen et al
have proposed gauge invariant decomposition of the total angular momentum in quantum
electrodynamics (QED) and QCD. The basic idea in Chen et al approach is to separate
pure gauge and physical degrees of freedom of the gauge potential in a gauge covariant
way
~Aµ = ~A
pure
µ +
~Aphysµ . (2)
Adding an appropriate surface term one can obtain the following expression for the total
angular momentum tensor
Jcanµν =
∫
d3x
{
ψ¯γ0
Σµν
2
ψ − iψ¯γ0x[µDν]ψ −
~F0[µ · ~A
phys
ν] −
~F0α · x[µ(Dν] ~A
phys
α −
~Fν]α(Apure))
}
, (3)
1
where Dµ contains a pure gauge field ~A
pure
µ only. The given expression for the angular
momentum is valid for any split of the gauge potential before imposing any constraint
on physical and pure gauge fields. In the case of QCD a consistent gauge invariant
decomposition for the nucleon angular momentum has been proposed by requiring two
conditions on pure gauge ~Apure and physical ~Aphys components of the gauge field [3]
~Fµν(Apure) = 0, Di ~A
phys
i = 0, (4)
where Latin letters are used for space indices, i, k, ... = (1, 2, 3). Solving these conditions
leads to the gauge invariant decomposition in the form corresponding to the vector part
of (3) [3]. In the gauge ~Apure = 0 the decomposition reduces to the canonical one in
the Coulomb gauge. One should notice, that this decomposition is not Lorentz invariant,
so that the notion of gluon spin is frame dependent. The gauge invariant and Lorentz
invariant nucleon spin decomposition has been suggested in [5]. However, in that decom-
position the solving a constraint for the physical gauge potential on mass-shell encounters
a serious problem.
To choose a proper physical nucleon spin decomposition we require consistence con-
dition with the helicity notion, which will guarantee the Lorentz invariance. We will
construct explicitly such a spin decomposition using gauge invariant variables in non-
Abelian theory [7]. The main idea in constructing gauge invariant variables is to find
a pure gauge SU(2) matrix field in terms of the initial gauge potential ~A. Using the
equation of motion for the temporal component Aa0 one can write down the equation for
the matrix function v ∈ SU(2)
∂0v(A) = v(A)
( 1
D2(A)
Dj(A)∂0Aˆj − jˆ0
)
, (5)
where Aˆi ≡ A
a
i τ
a/2. Due to the equation of motion for Aa0 it follows that v transforms
covariantly, v(Ag) = vg−1. The solution to equation (5) can be obtained in the form of
time ordered exponent [7]
v(A) = T exp
{∫ t
dt
1
D2(A)
Dj(A)∂0Aˆj − jˆ0
}
. (6)
This allows to define the gauge invariant variables [7]
AˆIi (A) = v(A)(∂i + Aˆi)v
−1(A), ψI(A,ψ) = v(A)ψ. (7)
One can check that AˆIi satisfies a constraint which represents a generalized covariant
Coulomb gauge condition
Di(A
I)∂0Aˆ
I
i − jˆ0 = 0. (8)
One should stress, that we do not impose this condition, it follows from the definition of
AˆIi and v(A). Finally, from Eqn. (7) one finds the following split for the gauge potential
Aˆi = vˆ
−1(A)∂ivˆ(A) + vˆ
−1(A)AˆIi (A)vˆ(A) ≡ Aˆ
pure
i + Aˆ
phys
i , (9)
where we can identify the first and second terms as the pure gauge and physical compo-
nents needed to make the desired gauge invariant decomposition. The pure gauge tempo-
ral component is defined by v−1(A)∂0v(A). The presented construction of the pure gauge
2
and physical fields in terms of the unconstrained gauge potential provides an explicit re-
alization of the gauge invariant nucleon spin decomposition (3) with ~Fνα(A
pure) = 0. The
decomposition reduces to the canonical one in the gauge ~Apure = 0, i.e., in the generalized
covariant Coulomb gauge (8).
Let us check consistence of our construction with the concept of helicity. This will pro-
vide frame independent relationship between our gauge invariant definition of gluon spin
density and gluon helicity ∆g measured in experiment. The helicity states are described
by representations of the little group E(2) [8,9] which is a subgroup of the Lorentz group.
Transformations of the little group leave the four-momentum of gluon invariant. If gluon
momentum is directed along the z axis, pµ = (ω, 0, 0, ω), the generators of the little group
E(2) are given by rotation generator J3 and combinations of Lorentz boost and rotation
N1 = K1 − J2, N2 = K2 + J1. (10)
The gauge potential represents helicity eigenstates of the operator J3 if the following helic-
ity conditions are satisfied ~Aphys0 = 0,
~Aphys3 = 0 [9]. To provide both helicity conditions in
a consistent manner with equations of motion has been an unresolved problem in the case
of non-Abelian gauge theory. In our approach, since one has the first condition ~Aphys0 = 0
on mass-shell by construction, the second helicity condition ~Aphys3 = 0 can be realized by
choosing a gauge of either Coulomb or axial or light-cone type. This is our main result
which allows to select a physical gauge covariant operator ~Aphys(A) and corresponding
spin density consistently with the helicity notion.
Another application of our gauge invariant spin decomposition is the possibility to
provide an explicit representation for the gauge invariant Cho-Duan Abelian projection
[10,11] which may play an important role in definition of spin decomposition with dynamic
quark momentum [5]
~Aµ = Aµnˆ+ ~Cµ + ~Xµ ≡ Aˆµ + ~Xµ,
~Cµ = −
1
g
nˆ× ∂µnˆ, ~Xµ · nˆ = 0, (11)
where Aµ is a binding gluon, ~Xµ is the valence potential and nˆ is a unit color triplet.
The restricted potential Aˆµ transforms as SU(2) gauge connection, whereas the valence
gluon ~Xµ transforms as a covariant vector. Let us define the vector nˆ by the relation
v(A) = exp[iωnˆi~τ i]. The pure gauge field ~Apureµ can be constructed in terms of nˆ as
follows [12]
~Apureµ = −C˜µnˆ + ~Cµ, (12)
where C˜µ is a dual magnetic potential. With this we decompose the gauge potential into
pure gauge and physical parts
~Aµ = −C˜µnˆ + ~Cµ + ~A
phys
µ ,
~Aphysµ ≡
~Aµ − ~A
pure
µ = Aµnˆ +
~Xµ. (13)
Using decompositions (11) one can derive the expression for the gluon total angular mo-
mentum (3) which is simplified crucially on mass-shell due to the property ~Aphys0 = 0, i.e.,
A0 = ~X0 = 0,
Jgluonµν =
∫
d3x
{
− F0[µAν] − ∂0 ~X[µ · ~Xν] + F0αx[µ∂ν]Aα + ∂0 ~Xα · x[µ∂ν] ~Xα
}
, (14)
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where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The given decomposition implies further separation of spin
densities of binding and valence gluons. This allows to define a new spin decomposition
with dynamic quark momentum containing only binding gluon. By splitting the gauge po-
tential ~Aµ = Aˆµ+ ~Xµ and adding an appropriate surface term to the canonical expression
(1) one results in a gauge invariant decomposition given by Eqn. (3) with replacement
( ~Apureµ ↔ Aˆµ,
~Aphysµ ↔
~Xµ). A new feature of this decomposition is that it does not
contain the spin density for the binding gluon. Since the binding gluon supposed to have
a dominant gluon contribution to nucleon spin [5], this supports the experimental data
on a small value for the gluon helicity, ∆g ≈ 0.
In conclusion, one has a unique Lorentz invariant nucleon spin decomposition [5],
however, it is not defined on mass-shell and its physical meaning remains unclear. Other
known decompositions [3, 4] are not Lorentz invariant and lead to frame dependent def-
initions for gluon spin. The only gauge invariant and frame independent notion of spin
in the gauge theory is the helicity. In the present work we have proposed a spin decom-
position which is consistent with helicity concept and leads to correct expression for the
gluon helicity ∆g.
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